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The Two-Tiered System of Medicine
The risk to people of color, people with disabilities, and the economically disadvantaged
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ARGUMENT

HEALTHCARE INEQUITY
AND ASSISTED SUICIDE
Assisted suicide is propped up as a symbol of true autonomy. True healthcare autonomy, however,
would mean that everyone has equal access to the gold standard of care. But the healthcare
system is inequitable. People of color, people with disabilities, and the economically disadvantaged
are being deprioritized and made to feel dispensable.
Black people are being deprioritized for kidney transplants at major hospitals in Boston, which was
only just uncovered last year. Latinos struggle to access care and are locked out of treatment
options. In California, for example, the Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund filed
a discrimination lawsuit against the government department responsible for administering the
Medicaid health insurance program for low-income Californians because the Medi-Cal program,
which is predominantly serving Latinos, has been disinvested over the last 40 years as the Latino
share of enrollment surged. As a result, some Latinos have been unable to access basic care, made
even worse by the pandemic.
PRAF knew of some people with disabilities who were avoiding a hospital visit last year, concerned
that their own personal ventilator might be stolen and reallocated to someone else deemed to
have a better chance of survival or a longer post-recovery prognosis. On top of all of this, some
healthcare professionals hold their perceived biases against people with disabilities and their
perceived "quality of life” (see Michael Hickson’s story.)
When assisted suicide is on the table, these groups, already under concerning stress due to the
healthcare system, may be pressured to choose death over the limited care options available. If
someone is denied curative treatment and cannot pay out of pocket they’ll have 6 months or less
to live. Suddenly their options are: 1. Travel far distances and/or go into huge debt your family can’t
pay, 2. Die a horrible death, or 3. Kill yourself with your doctor’s help. Assisted suicide public policy
exacerbates the undue pressure vulnerable people face and funnels them towards killing
themselves in place of real care.

Michael Hickson's Story
In

Texas,

Michael

Hickson

was

hospitalized

with

COVID-19. Michael was denied potentially lifesaving
treatment because doctors made a decision based
on their biases that, because of his disabilities,
Michael had a low “quality of life.” In a recorded
conversation about treatment with Michael’s wife,
Melissa, the doctor says “[Be]cause right now, his
quality of life… He doesn’t have much of one.”
Melissa

responds,

audibly

upset,

“What

do

you

mean? Because he’s paralyzed with a brain injury he
MICHAEL HICKSON, 46, surrounded by his children at the nursing home
where he had lived. Hickson died June 11 of complications from
covid-19. (Family photo as featured in The Washington Post)

doesn’t have quality of life?” The doctor states
"Correct."

This

perception

of

“quality

of

life”

is

discriminatory. People with disabilities deserve the
same standard of care as everyone else.
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PATIENTS' RIGHTS ACTION FUND

The Patients' Rights Action Fund is deeply saddened by the recent deaths of three longtime colleagues in the struggle to protect vulnerable people from assisted suicide and
euthanasia. Rest in peace, dear friends.
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MARILYN GOLDEN 1954-2021
Marilyn Golden was a critical leader in the disability community’s opposition to assisted suicide
laws for over two decades. She testified against assisted suicide bills, trained hundreds of
advocates, spoke before national audiences, and her writings on the subject include scholarly
articles as well as numerous op-eds, and she served a central role in the National Council on
Disability’s groundbreaking report on The Danger of Assisted Suicide Laws.

KATHI HAMLON 1946-2021
Kathi Hamlon joined the Patient's Rights Council (PRC) at its founding in 1987, then under
another name. From the beginning, she was an essential element of PRC's infrastructure, not only
serving indefatigably as public policy analyst, but also writing and editing 112 editions of the
PRC’s quarterly newsletter, The Update. Her dedication to the cause of preventing the spread of
assisted suicide and euthanasia was absolute.

NANCY ELLIOT 1954-2021
Nancy Elliott was a former three-term New Hampshire State legislator and Chair of Euthanasia
Prevention Coalition (EPC) - USA. She was a fierce advocate for the vulnerable, disabled, and
elderly regarding euthanasia and assisted suicide. Nancy served as a leader for more than a
decade speaking, writing, and testifying across America and the world on behalf of the EPCInternational and as the Chair of EPC-USA.

Credit: Alex Schadenberg, Euthanasia Prevention Coalition

STATE STATUS

The fight against assisted suicide has been a tough battle in 2021.
This year 9 states have defeated bills to legalize or expand assisted suicide.
New Mexico legalized assisted suicide in June, becoming the ninth state in
addition to District of Columbia. California just passed an expansion bill in early
October. Looking ahead to 2022, various states have assisted suicide bills
proposed that have carried over to next year including Delaware, Minnesota,
New York, and Pennsylvania. Hawaii, Vermont, and Washington have expansion
bills pushed to 2022 as well. The battle continues next year in critical states like
Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New
Hampshire, New York, and Rhode Island. Please consider supporting our fight
against assisted suicide.

Critical States in 2022

Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
New Hampshire, New York, and Rhode Island.
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Defend the rights of patients.
Stop rationed healthcare.
By supporting the Patients Rights Action
Fund you save lives and make an impact
on future generations. We need your
help to end assisted suicide! Double your
gift to PRAF by joining our year-end
matching opportunity. Your contribution
of $100 will become $200 instantly! Thank
you for your support this year.

Scan the
barcode with
your phone
camera to
donate now!

PRAF is going digital!
Would you like to receive
our newsletter digitally?
Use the return envelope to
send your preferred email
address. We'll send you
our quarterly newsletters
and our weekly digest.
Thank you for supporting
the fight against assisted
suicide.

1562 First Avenue, #296
New York, NY 10028
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